Power Reassurance Rapist

Typology Checklist
Purpose of attack is to reassure himself of his masculinity by exercising power over women.
Lacks confidence in his ability to interact socially & sexually with
women
Does not intentionally degrade or emotionally traumatize the victim
Utilizes “surprise” approach and may claim to have a weapon
Often described as the “gentleman rapist”, “polite”, or “apologist”.

Power Assertive Rapist
Purpose of attack is to exercise his prerogative as a man to rape
Has no conscious doubts about his own masculinity; outwardly a “mans-man”.
Sexually & verbally selfish in his attack.
Demonstrates no concern for welfare or comfort of victim
Utilizes “con” approach, becoming violent & controlling after victim is relaxed
May subject victim to repeated sexual assaults
Anger Retaliatory Rapist
Purpose of rape is to get even with women for real or imagined wrongs
Pairs anger and retaliation
Utilizes excessive force, appears as if in a frenzy.
The attack is an emotional outburst, little planning, impulsive.
Utilizes “blitz” approach.
Angry with women and uses sex to punish or degrade them with intention
Utilizes weapons of opportunity (fists, legs), attacks are sporadic.
Once vented, he is relieved and his tension gone.
Anger Excitatory Rapist
Purpose of attack is to obtain sexual stimulation and/or gratification via victim’s pain & suffering.
Primary motivation is to inflict pain that will result in desired response of fear and total submission.
Vicious attacks that result in physical & emotional harm.
Attacks are well planned and methodical; rehearsed in fantasy.
Utilizes weapons and instruments, recording devices.
Rapist is sexually and verbally selfish.
Brutal force used; the victim often dies.
Most often utilizes the “con” approach to access victim.
After gaining compliance, quickly immobilizes with bindings and takes her to a pre-selected location.
May torture victim with instruments and psychologically reducing her to extreme depths of fear.
Opportunistic Rapist
The primary motivation is sexual in nature.
Typically rapes as an after thought during commission of another crime.
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